
experience causes the release of hormones and neurotransmitters
that counteract the effecs of stress. And, a pleasurable experience
creates more positive benefits than a stressful experience causes
harm. So, instead of reducing srress, we should be deliberately
creating pleasure and enjoyment in our lives.

Itk likely that a major part of the reason anxiery-related dis-
orders are epidemic in our society is because we are just roo busy.
'We 

are constantly on the go, and take very little time for pleasure
and recreation. Making sure we pkn time to do enjoyable things
is very important to our emotional and physical health.

Many people feel they are roo busy for this. Well, the rruth is,
that the busier you are, rhe more important ir is for you to make
time for rest and relaxation. If a woodcutter doesn'r take time ro
sharpen his saw or his axe, he will find himselfworking harder and
harder while becoming less and less productive. Rest and relaxation
is 

"saw-sharpening" 
time-it makes you more productive the rest

of the time. If you are busy, you cant afford ro not take time for
rest and relaxation.

VatchingTV doesnt count. Generally speaking, TV is designed
to be stimulating, not relaxing. Instead, look for activities that feel
pleasurable to the body, such as a warm bath, a soak in a hot tub,
a massage, Iistening to relaxing music or taking a walk in the park.
Find things that make you laugh and awaken a childlike delight
in life. Slow down when you ear and really enjoy rhe flavor of the
fbod. Remember that anything that brings a sensarion of bodily
pleasure counteracts the effects ofstress and reduces anxiery.

Strategy #3: Get a Good Night's Sleep
One sure-fire way to increase anxiery is to ger short-changed on

sleep. Unfortunately, a large percentage ofAmericans have trouble
sleeping or simply do not get enough sleep.

Ifyou have trouble gettingto sleep there are several renredies you
can try.'What works for you will depend on the specific problems
inhibit ing your sleep. Sometimes, just taking something that helps
relax the nervous system shortly before bedtime isenough. Herbal
Sleep formula may be helpful here. Take 3-6 capsules about one
hour be fore bedtime to help you relax. If you have a lot of muscle
tension, add 1-2 capsules of Kava Kava.

Melatonin Extra can be helpful for resetting your biological
clock when crossing time zones due to travel or when situarions
have disrupted your normal sleep pattern. Melatonin is a hormone
produced by the pineal gland to regulate sleep patterns.

If sleep problems are accompanied by depression and carbo-
hydrate cravings, you may be low in serotonin. Serotonin is the
building block for melatonin in the brain. 5-HTP is,a precursor
to serotonin and helps increase serotonin levels in the brain. Try
taking 5-HTP Power abour one hour before bedtime. Since the
pineal gland fonverrs seroronin to melatoninwhen it'sdark, simply
darkening the room helps improve sleep patterns. Light pollution
(excess light at night) is a common cause of sleep disturbances.
('\Tatching TV or playing on the computer doesnt help $u relax
and get to sleep because you are starring ar a source oflighr, which
inhibits melatonin production. Try reading with a reading l*p
or listening to music in a darkened room instead.)

Ifyou have trouble staying asleep or have disturbed sleep wirh
restless dreams, this can be a sign of adrenal fatigue or blood sugar
problems. Nervous Fatigue Formula orAdrenal Support ( mentioned
under Strategl #t: Adaptagens) can help. Also try eating a snack
containing some fat and protein about one.hour before bedtime.
Cood choices would be a few spoonfuls of cottage cheese or nut
butter, nuts or a spoonful ofcoconut oil.

If youie a coffee and/or sugar addict, then iti rime to stan
breaking these addicrions. Replace coffee with Herbal Beverage
or other natural beverages and replace sugar with complex carbo-
hydrates such as whole grains. Xylitol is a natural alternative to
refined sugar that can also help reduce sugar cravings and balance
blood sugar Ievels.

Strategy #4: Relax Tense Muscles
People who suffer from anxiery usually have a lot of rension in

their muscles. Anything thar helps to stretch muscles and get them
to relax will reduce feelings of stress and anxiery. Good choices
include stretching exercises, yoga, tai chi or massage therapy.

You can also use supplements to help muscles relax. Lobelia
and kava kava are great antispasmodic herbs thar can relax muscles
and reduce anxiery. For long-term use, kava kava is the best choice.
It can help you stay relaxed, improve your mood, bur keep your

Distress Remedy to the Rescue
Distress Remedy is a blend of flower essences that are used

to treat emotional shock and rrauma. Based on the famous
Bach Rescue Remcdy, it contains the same five flower essences:
rock rose (which eases feelings of terror and!anic), impatiens
(for imparient att i tude and irr i tar ion), srar of Bethlehem (helps
recovery from shock and trauma), cherry plum (eases irra,
tional thoughts and helps one ger control of onet thinking)
and clemaris (for clariry, creativiw and alertness in rhe present
momcnt ) .

Distress Remedy goes even firrther, adding flower essences
of comfrey, arnica, calendula, leopardt bane, traveler's joy and
nightshade, which help heal bo$ physical and emotional
trauma. Use it anJtime you or someone else is emotionally
distressed or physically injured, to reduce pain, inflammarion,
shock, anxiery or fear, and promote faster healing.

Additional Help and Information
If you would like -or. r*o*,ioo "bou, ;"; ways to

deal with anxi€ry, talk to rhc person who gavc you tftir n.rrtet-
ter. They have addirional bandoum and resource marerials to help
you You can also consult some of the following sources for morc
information:
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